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1) This is my Q thread for April 10, 2019  
 
Q posts can be found here:  

 
qanon.pub  
 
Android apps:  

 

QMAP: Qanon Drops & POTUS Tweets
Be a part of the Great Awakening. Get real-time Qanon drops and POTUS tweets.
We are the news now!

https://qmap.pub/

QMAP: Qanon Drops, Alerts, WWG1WGA Wall and Memes! - Apps on …
From the creators of qmap.pub, here is the official QMAP android mobile app! The
mobile app includes the following features: * Drops: read all of Q's drops in
chronological order * Tweets: read of a…

https://bit.ly/Q-Map
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My Theme: PANIC

Q Alerts: QAnon Drop Notifications, Research +++ - Apps on Google Play
Q Alerts notifies you when Q Anon makes new drops on 8chan. It also allows you to
search, browse and research QAnon posts. As a Q follower, Patriot and software
dev by trade, throughout the day I fo…

https://bit.ly/Q-alerts

Q Alerts LITE: QAnon Posts & Drop Notifications - Apps on Google Play
Q Alerts LITE notifies you when Q Anon makes new Q drops on 8chan. It also
allows you to search & browse QAnon posts. Q Alerts LITE is a FREE limited
features version of our incredibly popular full-…

https://bit.ly/Q-Alerts-Lite

2) A wealth of information has been provided by Attorney General William Barr's

Congressional testimony during the last few days if you know: 

a) How to pick out important details 

b) How to read body language 

c) How to read between the lines
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)

3) Q noted that Barr's testimony is causing panic among corrupt people who realize

the hammer is about to drop.

4) The article Q linked to highlights comments made by AG Barr about his belief that

the Obama administration may have illegally spied on the Trump campaign and that

the DOJ is looking into the role Stefan Halper played. 

 

Barr testifies 'spying did occur' on Trump campaign, amid reported rev…
Attorney General Bill Barr testified Wednesday that he believes "spying did occur"
on the Trump campaign in 2016, as he vowed to review the conduct of the FBI's
original Russia probe -- and the focus…

https://www.foxnews.com/politics/doj-watchdog-fbi-informant-in-russia-probe

5) Barr's comment on spying.

0:00

6) Additional: 

 

Q previously gave us the order of events in the exposure and prosecution of
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corruption at the end of a long post from February 21:  

 

MUELLER > DECLAS > OIG > TRUTH > JUSTICE

7) AG Barr gave us a clue to the approximate timing of one of those events yesterday

when he said the OIG report should be out in May or June.  

 

Since the Mueller report has been completed and declass comes before the OIG

report, we ought to see the declass in the coming weeks.

0:00

8) The flowchart looks like this: 

 

MUELLER > (past) 

 

DECLAS > (next) 

 

OIG > (Per Barr: May-June) 

 

TRUTH > (Future) 

 

JUSTICE (Future)

9) 

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D30NP8EU0AAm81Q.png


0:00

10) Just a hunch: 

 

I suspect Q may have paid us a visit this morning for no other reason than to troll the

Q haters who were celebrating his death.  

Scott Adams
@ScottAdamsSays

Who killed Q? @GingerMcQueen @SebGorka @JackPosobiec

821 3:08 PM - Apr 9, 2019

804 people are talking about this

11)

PANIC
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Important point: 

 

AG Barr indicated that investigations into illegal spying by Obama administration

have already been underway and are continuing. 

 

Those reporting that the investigations are beginning now under Barr are either

ignorant or deceitful.

Panic?
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Panic?
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Panic?

Liddle Adam Schiff, you nervous?
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Nothing to see here.
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As you watch corrupt people panic, remember that God wants to turn their darkened

hearts toward Him and use it as a testimony to His goodness and mercy. 

 

Something to pray about. 

🙏

"Stunning and scary?"
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"The reckoning is coming." 

https://twitter.com/seanmdav/status/1116014554935365632?s=19

An MSNBC reporter knows more about the evidence of spying than the Attorney

General?
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PANIC?

25) If Q is a pointless LARP, why do mainstream media outlets and supposedly pro-

MAGA accounts coordinate to discredit him and attack followers?  

 

(If you support POTUS and you're in agreement with the Trump-hating media on an

issue, you might reconsider your view on it.)

26) Critics of Q often claim that he said Mueller was a white hat (good guy) but that's

false. 
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Q has painted Mueller as a possible white hat and a possible black hat but has never

said anything definitive. 

 

(Q's ambiguity is intended to keep the deep state guessing.)

27) Last June, Wikileaks took a swing at Q. 

 

WikiLeaks
@wikileaks

Why is "Qanon" leading anti-establishment Trump voters to 
embrace regime change and neo-conservatism? 
mintpressnews.com/pro-trump-cons…

1,973 2:50 AM - Jun 26, 2018

2,459 people are talking about this

Pro-Trump Conspiracy-Monger “QAnon” Calls for Regime Cha…

The Pro-Trump conspiracy monger QAnon, who openly lauds
Warhawk John Bolton as a swamp drainer, now openly calls for
mintpressnews.com
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28) Like political pundits and "intelligence insiders," WikiLeaks has lost relevance as

people developed an appreciation the information Q provides.  

 

Q said Wikileaks may have the site, but he and POTUS have the source (Julian

Assange.)

29) Q reminded us that as the enemies of POTUS become the targets of investigation

and prosecution, attacks will intensify. 

 

After Julian Assange was arrested today, Q confirmed that POTUS and his team will

determine Assange's fate.

30) The safest move for the President is to distance himself from Assange's situation

(publicly) and let the Department of Justice handle it.  

 

Optics matter. 
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https://twitter.com/45_Schedule/status/1116382959244914689

31) There have been security concerns since the previous Board Owner (BO) stepped

down but there is a new board owner who was confirmed by the previous one.  

 

H/T @2runtherace  

 

RunningTheRace 
@2runtherace

Replying to @2runtherace

Correction to my tweet above, I misinterpreted the post about the 
return of the Board Owner!! There is a New Board Owner! He 
was confirmed by tripcode by the previous BO!! Q’s post 
yesterday came after this confirmation!@realDonaldTrump

160 5:04 PM - Apr 11, 2019

70 people are talking about this
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32) Last July, Q suggested the DNC emails were not hacked but leaked by Seth Rich

(SR). Crowdstrike made it look like a hack by Russia.  

 

Dozens of politicians (US & foreign) are implicated  

 

Q suggested Julian Assange has the evidence (source files).

33) If Assange has the source files that are critical to the prosecution of corrupt

politicians, I would assume he's being moved to the US at this time to provide

evidence and testimony to investigators under the guise of prosecution.

34)
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35) Sometimes you can gauge the battlefield and the players by who aligns with and

against a person.  

 

This reaction to Assange's arrest by John Podesta is very telling.  

 

John Podesta
@johnpodesta

Vegan food in UK jails?nytimes.com/2019/04/11/wor… via 
 @nytimes 

Julian Assange Arrested in London as U.S. Unseals Hacking C…
Mr. Assange, the founder of WikiLeaks, took refuge in 2012 in the
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408 12:31 PM - Apr 11, 2019

1,821 people are talking about this

Ecuadorean Embassy in London. He was arrested there on Thursday
nytimes.com

36) Assange's indictment was filed in District Court for the Eastern District of

Virginia on March 6th of 2018.  

 

H/T @JuliansRum 🍻 

 

https://www.justice.gov/usao-edva/press-release/file/1153481/download
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37) Q had been discussing Edward Snowden at that time and the fact that he

managed to get through customs in Hong Kong and then Russia while a security hold

had been placed on his passport. (I believe the CI_A, China and Russia may have

helped him.)

38) This Q post on March 7th (the day after the indictment against Assange was filed)

contained a cryptic question to him.  

 

(I don't know what L-6 refers to and I don't know if the post was related to the

indictment.)

39) I believe your turn will come first.  

 

[Follow the $$] 
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• • •

 

#dreams
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